The county natives meeting annually in London fostered a localist or "county" rhetoric. They created an imagined community both within their meetings and in recitations of local history in feast sermons and ephemera. Understanding their localism and the social composition of the county natives-those who would march to a London church and then, after a specially commissioned sermon, march to the hall of a livery company to feasthelps us understand the role played by the county community in early modern English society and politics.
The country-or county community-rhetoric and the contemporary use of local symbols lie within three contexts: one spatial, one social-structural, and one political. Spatially, the county community was provincial not metropolitan, a geographic truism that emphasized the well-known rhetorical contrast between the harmonious, honest country and the factional, deceptive city; the country was hospitable, the city inhospitable.9 In 1667, the City and Countrey Mercury starkly contrasted "Citizen," who reports London coffee-house dialogue of commoners and even of women, with "Countryman," who refuses to discuss "State 
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Our honest Countrey men .. ., when they go abroad enquire how the Markets go, and how the Growths are, and how things are like to be this Harvest, and t' other Grass, and not about things above them!10
County feast sermons echo this contrast. And yet both newspaper and feast sermon originated from within London. The social-structural context of feast literature is that of elite withdrawal-the demarcation of the county community as a distinct gentry community. As a number of historians have argued recently, the draw of London and parliamentary business led to elite disengagement from everyday county administration and local society. The process, it has been suggested, further divided patrician from plebian culture.1l David Cressy describes the widening gap between ceremonial cultures: "Open parish feasts were becoming private anniversary dinners, at the same time as public theatres gave way to indoor masques. The classes and cultures of seventeenth-century England were drawing apart."12 County feast evidence suggests, however, that the "patrician" class was much wider-or more elastic-during the late Stuart period than historians might expect, and included minor gentry, artisans, and apprentices. Ironically, London citizens played a role in furthering the county community ideal. Below I suggest that the English deployed notions of a consensual county community as a political rhetoric within a developing partisan context. I return to this political meaning after examining county localism through feast rhetoric. "its first erection being dated but little less than an hundred years ago." Such claims to antiquity and longevity are suspect, however. Any given county's feast was likely to be abandoned and periodically revived. The Oxfordshire feast was "the last and only one remaining," Berriman declared; but, as his midcentury editor noted, "this was said in the Year 1718; since which time ... the Oxfordshire Feast has been dropt, and Others have been revived."16 At least 277 separate natives feasts were held between 1654 and 1714. There are only the two references to county feasts before this period (see n. 14), and relatively few references appear after it. Extant records include 69 printed feast sermons, about 120 advertisements for additional feasts, and occasional references to 14 It was the role of the feast stewards to decide which rituals to perform, as well as which apprenticeships to fund. Compared with the feast stewards of other London societies, county feast stewards were not a prestigious group. Out of more than four hundred named stewards at county feasts in London, threefourths were titled "Mr." and another 15 percent had no title. Only thirty (7 percent) were squires or nobles.27 County feast stewards were unlikely to be squires or prominent landed gentry; a significant minority, however, were prominent Londoners. At least twenty-seven county stewards were London aldermen or common councilmen who had been apprenticed into the various livery companies. Their fathers included a bishop, two knights, a squire, two gentlemen, and three yeomen, as well as two merchants, a mercer, two drapers, and an innholder.28 In short, feast stewards were drawn from a wide swathe of countrymen and townsmen, gentlemen and middling sorts. Kent feast preachers invariably retold at length their county's past during the late Stuart period, which was both the peak of county feast societies and "a great epoch in the history of Anglo-Saxon scholarship."66 They emphasized Kentish "ancient liberties"-a local ancient constitution that gave the community unbro-
